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The Rede Partners COVID-19 Pulse Report is a regular publication aggregating short term feedback from LPs on their response
to the unfolding Coronavirus crisis. This issue of the Pulse Report is based on a series of questions addressed in conversations with
58 institutional investors from 4th – 27th May, representing > €2.2 trillion in AUM. Note that not all conversations addressed each
question. Additional data on the respondents by LP type and geography is depicted below.

KEY FINDINGS FOR ISSUE FIVE

 While we continue to see approximately two-thirds of LPs expecting reduced activity for the remainder of 2020, fewer institutions are 
reporting that they are completely on hold (a drop from 13% in March to 4% in May).

 However, we do not expect this to have a major impact on allocations for 2020 as many LPs have front-loaded their 2020 fund 
commitment activity – a phenomenon we have also seen in prior years. By late May, 95% of LPs we surveyed had already 
committed or earmarked over 50% of their 2020 private equity allocations, with the average LP having already ‘spent’ 78% of 
their 2020 budget. This suggests a quieter second half of the year with many LPs planning to focus on the forward calendar.

 Turning to next year’s allocations, 72% of respondents believe their pool of available capital to invest in private equity will be 
similar to 2019, although 16% expect a reduction in their total available pool of capital vs. 2019. We are expecting an intensely 
competitive environment for fundraising in 2021-2, with a significantly elevated number of GPs in the market having delayed launches 
that were originally planned for 2020.

 After an abrupt halt to many co-investment processes at the start of the crisis, LP’s appetite for co-investment is picking up, with only 
13% of LPs reporting that their co-investment programmes remain on hold. Despite this, a general scarcity in M&A activity means 
we do not expect a full rebound in co-investment volumes for at least another quarter - 66% of LPs reported that while their appetite 
for coinvest is ‘business as usual’, a lack of quality opportunities is hampering activity.

 Given the challenging market environment, GPs seeking to extend their investment and exit runway are considering alternative 
approaches to traditional fundraises. 65% of LPs expect at least some of their core GP relationships to utilise some type of fund 
liquidity solution in the near term, with NAV funding lines and fund extensions the most commonly cited options.

 GP/LP communications regarding portfolio impact remains a strong focus. Our data suggests that in general, GPs are striking the right 
tone, with 69% of LPs agreeing that their managers’ portfolio impact assessments have been realistic to date – although we 
note 28% feel GPs have been overly optimistic. 

 Despite speculation over the future of large industry conferences, we are seeing signs of confidence amongst LPs who are starting to 
plan their event attendance for next year. While 61% of LPs plan to attend no conferences for the remainder of 2020, 38% expect 
to resume their regular attendance for 2021. 

 In the meantime, with travel restrictions still in place, GPs looking to build LP relationships prior to launching a fundraise can consider a 
number of options such as inviting LPs to their virtual AGMs and webinars, video meetings to provide portfolio updates and 
providing investors with insightful content relevant to their areas of expertise.
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COVID-19: Question Analysis

Q1: HOW HAVE YOUR INVESTMENT PROCESS AND ALLOCATION PLANS 
BEEN IMPACTED BY RECENT EVENTS? 1
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Q2: WHAT PERCENT OF YOUR EXPECTED 2020 PRIVATE EQUITY 
DEPLOYMENT HAS ALREADY BEEN EARMARKED?

Q3: WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR 2021 DEPLOYMENT PACING 
COMPARED TO 2019?

1. Question One depicts time series data gathered from LP conversations held across Issues One, 
Two, Three, Four and Five of the Pulse Survey. All other questions in this report depict results 
based on conversations held with approximately 58 institutional investors from Issue Five, only. 
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SPOTLIGHT ON LIQUIDITY SOLUTIONS

 65% of LPs expect at least one of their core GP relationships to utilise a fund liquidity solution in the near term. 
Notably, however, only 22% of LPs have had a fund liquidity solution already communicated to them by a core GP relationship. 
This suggests a second wave of liquidity solution implementation is likely in the coming quarters.

 Most LPs would prefer their GPs to utilise NAV funding lines or fund extensions as a liquidity solution when compared to 
other options. 

 It will be important for GPs to secure LP buy-in to these processes as LPAC approval is likely required for implementation.

 Other structures under consideration by GPs are temporary fund re-openings, cross-fund investments, continuation or annex 
funds, strip sales or preferred equity.

Q5: DO YOU EXPECT THAT ANY OF YOUR CORE GPS WILL UTILIZE 
LIQUIDITY SOLUTIONS? 

43% Yes, this has not been communicated, but expect it to be the case

35% No

22% Yes, this has been communicated

Q6: IF YOU EXPECT ANY OF YOUR CORE GPS TO UTILISE A LIQUIDITY SOLUTION, 
WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED AVENUE?

35% NAV funding line

35% Fund extension

30% Other

66% Appetite is ‘business as usual’ (even if opportunities are fewer)

16% Appetite remains, but the bar has gotten a lot higher

8% Programme is on hold for the short-term, but anticipate ramp up by end-2020

5% Appetite remains, but prefer to invest through a side car vehicle

5% Programme is on hold for the short-term; anticipate it will be scaled back

Q4: IF APPLICABLE, WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF RECENT EVENTS ON YOUR 
CO-INVESTMENT PROGRAM?
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Q10: IN A WORLD WITH REDUCED TRAVEL, HOW SHOULD NON-EXISTING GPS BUILD A 
RELATIONSHIP WITH LPS IN ADVANCE OF OFF-CYCLE? 

27% Invitations to virtual AGM/webinars

26% Provide portfolio updates periodically over the phone/VC

19% Provide portfolio updates periodically over email

16% Provide content/insights within area of expertise

12% Virtual conferences & other

Q8: DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND ANY INDUSTRY CONFERENCES IN 2020?

Q9: DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND ANY INDUSTRY CONFERENCES IN 2021?

38% Yes, plan to attend conferences ‘as normal’

28% No

26% Yes, but only selectively and in smaller formats

8% Yes, but only one to two conferences in my city

61% No

20% Yes, but only selectively and in smaller formats

12% Yes, plan to attend conferences ‘as normal’

4% Yes, but only virtually

3% Yes, but only one to two conferences in my city

69% On point

28% Overly optimistic

3% Overly conservative

Q7: HOW REALISTIC DO YOU FEEL YOUR GPS HAVE BEEN IN THEIR 
COVID-19 IMPACT ASSESSMENTS TO DATE?
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Learn more at www.rede-partners.com.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER

ADDRESSEE ONLY: This document (the “Document”) is issued by Rede Partners LLP (“Rede”) and provided to you on a confidential basis. This
Document is proprietary to Rede and is for the confidential use of only those persons to whom it is transmitted (and is not to be reproduced, distributed
or used for any other purposes). Each recipient of this Document, by accepting delivery of this Document, is deemed to have agreed not to reproduce,
distribute or use information contained within this Document or otherwise disclose any of its contents without the prior written consent of Rede.

ACCURACY: The information in this Document has not been audited or verified by any third party and is subject to change at any time, without notice.
It is not intended to amount to advice on which you should rely. Neither Rede, its affiliates nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees,
partners, shareholders or agents (each, a “Rede Party”) accept any responsibility for, nor make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as
to the truth, accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Document. Certain information contained herein is based on or obtained or
derived from third parties which may vary over time (“Third Party Information”). While such sources are believed to be reliable, no Rede Party assumes
any responsibility for the accuracy of any Third-Party Information. No Rede Party shall have any liability or responsibility arising from any use of or
reliance placed on the content of this Document to any recipient of this presentation or any other person. Unless otherwise specified herein, this
Document speaks as of the date set forth on the cover. The delivery of this Document shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that
the information contained herein is correct as of any time after that date.

Copyright © 2020 Rede Partners LLP. All rights reserved.
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